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**777 Jumbo Jets Fly into History Books as Delta Grounds Fleet**

Delta Air Lines is retiring its Boeing Co. 777 jumbo jets and replace them with Airbus SE aircraft — another victim of coronavirus.

PENNY STARR | 14 May 2020, 5:04 PM PDT | 209

**Boeing Finds Two More Software Flaws in 737 Max Aircraft**

Boeing announced this week that it has discovered two additional software flaws in its troubled 737 Max line that must be fixed before the fleet returns to the air. Major nations around the globe grounded the 737 Max fleet in 2019 after it was involved in two fatal crashes that claimed the lives of all passengers and crew on board.

TOM CICCOTTA | 8 Apr 2020, 7:41 AM PDT | 171

**Nikki Haley Raked in over $256K from Boeing in Midst of 737 Max Scandal**

Former United Nations Ambassador Nikki Haley raked in more than $256,000 as a member of the Boeing Board of Directors during her tenure before resigning last week.

JOHN BINDER | 22 Mar 2020, 6:16 PM PDT | 64

**Boeing Secures $12 Billion Loan to Recover from 737 Max Crisis**

Aircraft giant Boeing has secured $12 billion in loans from various financial institutions as part of its long-term plan to recover from the 737 Max crisis.

TOM CICCOTTA | 28 Jan 2020, 9:46 AM PDT | 5

**Boeing Halts Production of Grounded 737 Max Aircraft**

Boeing has halted production on the troubled 737 Max fleet. Internal issues including software problems and questionable safety features with the 737 Max led to two crashes that took the lives of all passengers and crew on board.

TOM CICCOTTA | 22 Jan 2020, 8:59 AM PDT | 180

**Boeing Emails Show Company Talked Doomed Lion Air Out of 737 Max Simulator Practice**

Recently published emails between employees at Boeing revealed that the company dissuaded Lion Air from training pilots that would fly the 737 Max aircraft in Boeing’s simulators. Lion Air Flight 610, which was a 737 Max, crashed in October 2018, killing all passengers on board.

TOM CICCOTTA | 11 Jan 2020, 9:14 AM PDT | 159
Boeing Emails: 737 Max Plane Was ‘Designed by Clowns’
Recently leaked internal emails suggest that Boeing may have attempted to manipulate regulators that were scrutinizing the 737 Max Fleet. One employee even went as far as to say that the 737 Max was “designed by clowns.”

TOM CICCOTTA | 10 Jan 2020, 1:38 PM PDT | 263

Boeing CEO Dennis Muilenburg Resigns Amid Max 737 Aircraft Problems
(AP) — Boeing’s CEO is resigning amid ongoing problems at the company over the troubled Max 737 aircraft.

BREITBART NEWS | 23 Dec 2019, 6:37 AM PDT | 499

Boeing Considers Cutting Back on 737 Max Production
Boeing announced this week that it is considering cutting back on the production of the 737 Max airplane. The announcement comes amidst internal concerns that the FAA not ready to approve the 737 Max fleet for commercial flights.

TOM CICCOTTA | 16 Dec 2019, 5:23 AM PDT | 14

Former Boeing Manager Claims He Warned of 737 Max Issues Before Crashes
A former Boeing manager told reporters this week that he warned the company about potential issues with the 737 Max fleet prior to the two fatal crashes that claimed the lives of all passengers on board.

TOM CICCOTTA | 10 Dec 2019, 8:03 AM PDT | 37

Jobs ‘Safe for the Long Term’: Boeing Adds 2,000 Jobs in St. Louis Plant
Aircraft maker Boeing reports adding 2,000 new jobs to its St. Louis plants and promises they are safe “for the long term.”

WARNER TODD HUSTON | 25 Nov 2019, 8:32 AM PDT | 529

Report: Boeing Outsourced American Jobs to $9-an-Hour Foreign Workers
Boeing, the second biggest beneficiary of United States Defense Department government contracts, outsourced American software jobs to foreign graduates for $9 an hour, a new report states.

JOHN BINDER | 21 Nov 2019, 2:22 PM PDT | 670

Boeing Whistleblower: 787 Dreamliner Could Leave Passengers Without Oxygen in Emergency
Former Boeing engineer John Barnett claims that issues with oxygen bottles on Boeing’s 787 Dreamliner fleet could potentially leave passengers without oxygen in emergency situations.

TOM CICCOTTA | 6 Nov 2019, 9:07 AM PDT | 41
Indonesian crash investigators stated in a recently published report that a series of failures by Boeing led to the fatal Lion Air Flight 610, one of two Boeing 737 Max aircraft to crash in a short period of time.

Internal Boeing messages between test pilots suggest that the aircraft manufacturer knew of issues facing the 737 Max fleet, later involved in two disastrous crashes, as early as 2016.

Reports suggest that airlines are leasing 30-year-old planes to replace the grounded Boeing 737 Max fleet. One industry expert compared older planes to “gold dust,” due to their increase in value.

The European Aviation Safety Agency announced this week that it will not defer to the FAA’s ruling on the safety of Boeing’s troubled 737 Max fleet.

Inside information from a Boeing whistleblower suggests that the aircraft manufacturer ignored an internal report that demanded safety upgrades for the 737 Max fleet.

Shares of Boeing are getting hammered following revelations that the company may have misled regulators.

Reports suggest that airlines are leasing 30-year-old planes to replace the grounded Boeing 737 Max fleet. One industry expert compared older planes to “gold dust,” due to their increase in value.

The European Aviation Safety Agency announced this week that it will not defer to the FAA’s ruling on the safety of Boeing’s troubled 737 Max fleet.

Inside information from a Boeing whistleblower suggests that the aircraft manufacturer ignored an internal report that demanded safety upgrades for the 737 Max fleet.

Shares of Boeing are getting hammered following revelations that the company may have misled regulators.

Reports suggest that airlines are leasing 30-year-old planes to replace the grounded Boeing 737 Max fleet. One industry expert compared older planes to “gold dust,” due to their increase in value.
A new report by Wired Magazine revealed that Boeing accidentally left important code for its 737 and 787 aircraft on a publicly accessible server.

TOM CICCOTTA  |  9 Aug 2019, 11:09 AM PDT  |  93

FAA Discovers Additional Flight Risk for Boeing 737 MAX Fleet
The FAA announced on Wednesday that it has discovered a new flight risk for the Boeing 737 MAX fleet, which was involved in two fatal crashes over the past year and remains grounded.

TOM CICCOTTA  |  27 Jun 2019, 7:18 AM PDT  |  59

Report: Boeing Wanted to Wait Years to Fix Problems that Caused Crashes
New reports suggest that Boeing intended to wait three years before fixing the 737 Max issue that led to two fatal crashes.

TOM CICCOTTA  |  11 Jun 2019, 7:14 AM PDT  |  101

Report: Ethiopian Airlines Pilot Warned Execs that 737 Max Will ‘Crash for Sure’
A new report reveals that an Ethiopian Airlines pilot warned executives that pilots needed more training on the Boeing 737 Max. The Pilot said in an email that “it will be a crash for sure” if pilots faced a malfunction and other warnings at the same time. His warning came just months before the airline’s fatal crash involving a 737 Max.

TOM CICCOTTA  |  30 May 2019, 8:30 AM PDT  |  91

Report: Boeing Offered Crucial Warning Light as Optional Add-On for 737 Max
A new report from the New York Times revealed that Boeing offered a crucial warning light as an optional add-on on their 737 Max airplanes.

TOM CICCOTTA  |  6 May 2019, 11:28 AM PDT  |  168

Reuters: Ethiopian Airlines 737 Max Crash Caused by Multiple Issues Including Flawed Software
According to a Reuters report, the Ethiopian Airlines 737 Max crash was caused by several issues, including a bird strike that damaged a sensor and flawed software.

TOM CICCOTTA  |  5 Apr 2019, 11:23 AM PDT  |  15

Report: Boeing Delays 737 Max Software Update
Boeing announced this week that they will be delaying the release of the software upgrade for the Boeing 737 Max.
Prosecutors Investigate Boeing over 737 Max Disclosures to Regulators, Airlines
Federal prosecutors investigating the Boeing 737 Max crash in Malta are looking for misleading disclosures made by Boeing about the aircraft.

American Airlines Will Cancel Hundreds of April Flights Due to 737 Max Danger
The world's largest airline plans to cancel roughly 90 flights a day next month after being forced to ground all Boeing 737 Max 8 aircraft.